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• STATISTICS AS A SCIENCE / INFO / 

CULTURAL PHENOMENA 

• STATISTICAL THINKING 

• STATISTICS (& PT) IN SCHOOL 
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THERE ARE THREE  
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kinds of lies:  

 

lies,  

damned lies,  

and statistics 

Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke 
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STATISTICS – FROM “STATE” 
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One of the main tasks of statistics is 

providing information for managing 

whatever you’re going to manage 
 

Statistics – way to make 

conclusions and decisions 



STATISTICS GIVES VITAL INFO 
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WHEN DRIVING, YOU NEED 

INFO FROM THE DASHBOARD 

ABOUT SPEED, LOCATION 

AND STATE OF YOUR CAR 

AND ITS SYSTEMS 

WHEN MANAGING YOUR 

BUSINESS, YOU NEED  

INFO ABOUT STATE OF 

YOUR COMPANY AND ITS 

PROGRESS 



NEGLECTING OR MISUSING 

STATISTICS MAY LEAD TO COLLAPS 
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• Eternal desire to wishful thinking  (Russian 

default 1998) 

• ‘Apparent’ but false correlations (red vine and 

health index) 

• Survivor’s mistakes 

• Mechanical using methods and formulas without 

understanding their applicability (W-for-H index) 

• Intentional (evil- or well-minded) manipulations 



MANIPULATING 
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COMMON MISTAKES 
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Well known researches on benefits and harm of red wine 

 

1. In Denmark since 1973 the health index goes up as after 

joining the country EEC, consumption of red wine had 

significantly increased. 

 

 2. A research group from Med.School at University of Johns 

Hopkins had scrutinized useful properties of antioxidant 

resveratrol which red wine contains. 800 thousand took part in 

the research. Results were negative – no connection was found 

between health level and index of resveratrol in blood. 



SURVIVOR’S MISTAKE 
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During the WWII, the command 

of the American and British air 

forces instructed Abraham 

Wald to find out what parts of 

the fuselage of the aircraft need 

to protect additional armor. 

Wald studied the planes 

returning from sorties, noting 

the place of holes 

concentrating.   



SURVIVOR’S MISTAKE 
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What do you think Abraham Wald 

suggested? 



SURVIVOR’S MISTAKE 
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Wald’s recommendation was to put the  

additional protection on those areas, 

where the number of holes was minimal. 

The recommendation was based on 

the conclusion that it is necessary to 

protect against those hits that Wald 

did not see-the planes that received 

them, did not return 



EXAMPLE OF MISUNDERSTANDING 
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EXAMPLE OF MISUNDERSTANDING 
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STATISTICS IN SCHOOL 
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• Statistics and probabilities are 

inalienable subjects like drawing and 

geometry 

• Statistics is a primary of those two 

• Since a certain age (when students 

are ready for concept of changebility) 

 



CURRICULUM 
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CURRICULUM 
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CURRICULUM 
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MAKING THE CONTENT MEANS 

MAKING PROBLEMS 
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Suppose, tomorrow you have a very important meeting in 

Bangkok. It is appointed in Radisson Hotel at 11 am on 

dot. 

It will last one hour after what you have to get  back to the 

afternoon APEC session in KKU 

 
Problem 1. 

Meeting in 

Bangkok 
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Problem 1. 

Meeting in 

Bangkok 
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Problem 2.  

SN visitors 

monitoring 

SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 2. 

SN visitors 

monitoring 

SELECTED PROBLEMS 



SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 3. 

Production 

of electricity 
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Problem 3. 

Electricity 

production 

SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 4. 

Spring floods 

on Volga 

SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 4. 

Spring floods 

on Volga 

SELECTED PROBLEMS 



SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 4. 

Spring floods 

on Volga 



SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 5. 

Annual 

production of 

wheat 

1 

 

 
 

2 
 

 

3 

 

4 



SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 5. 

Annual 

production of 

wheat 



SELECTED PROBLEMS 
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Problem 5. 

Annual 

production of 

wheat 



CHANGEABILITY AND REGULARITY 
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• Since very beginning we are constantly noticing some regularities 

• What are those regularities? 

• Can we understand some of them? 

• Can we estimate mean values having got only small amount of 

observation? May be not for sure but with an acceptable 

mistake?  

• If we saw a regularity of a kind, could we say that some data 

observed conform to that regularity (or reject such possibility)?  

 

• Statistical thinking and reasoning lead us to a new thought: we 

need a science to search and research regularities in random 

changeability and uncertainty of the world we live in. So, we need 
 



PROBABILITIES THEORY 
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We need the probabilities theory as a mathematical 

theory modelling randomness and changeability using 

few mathematically defined (undefined) objects: 

Events and probabilistic measure 

Random values and their quantitative characteristics. 

 

We goes to PT in grade 8th (m.b., very end of 7th) with 

intention to get back to statistics with newly developed 

probabilistic instruments and views. 

 



LARGE NUMBERS LAW 
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The top of the whole stochastic part of school math is 

LNL.  

Even if we don’t know its mathematical reasons we 

have to understand the main principles: 

1. LNL allows us to measure unknown probabilities 

using frequencies. 

2. Real values and means that we observe in 

experiments could differ. The more observations, the 

less the difference could be almost for sure 

3. LNL gives us stability in life 



CONCLUSION 
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The statistical thinking – is a culture (subculture) allowing 

successful planning and managing our life, business, 

even states and peoples. The statistical thinking is tightly 

connected to critical thinking.  

 

It would be mistake to think that statistics operate big 

data. Professor Yuriy Tyurin said that if you have a big 

data you don’t need any science. Statistics is an art to 

derive reasonable conclusion on small samples. 



CONCLUSION 
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The statistical thinking now couldn’t be torn from 

probabilistic  thinking. Statistics without PT sounds like 

draftsmanship without geometry.  

 

School statistics ought not to be mathematical statistics. 

What is more important is the concept of random 

changeability and readiness of students to accept it.  Next 

point is that in the changeability some regularities are 

covered (or have covered), being described with some 

objective laws. That leads us to PT. Main law is the LNL.  



CONCLUSION 
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In our present understanding, learning LNL and its 

operating way on simple instances, learning about its 

general nature and role in medicine, technique, social 

phenomena is the main objective of statistical and  

probabilistic course in  school mathematics. 
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In our present understanding, learning LNL and its 

operating way on simple instances, learning about its 

general nature and role in medicine, technique, social 

phenomena is the main objective of statistical and  

probabilistic course in  school mathematics. 

 

THANK YOU 
 

 


